Feel good at work. We are spending more and more time at the computer. And more and more of us are suffering from problems with pain in the back, neck, shoulders and wrists. That's why we've developed Jobmate - a series of products that lets you work precisely how your body wants to. This means that you avoid pain and perhaps even time off sick in the future. Put simply, it's a smart solution to an unnecessary problem.
A SMARTER WAY
OF WORKING.

Jobmate Touch provides a completely new way of working with an ergonomic mouse. The pure, thin design and the large, smooth trackpad with smart functions makes work both simpler and easier. The entire pad has a touch function that delivers a fast and direct feel. The large, smooth surface simplifies zooming and scrolling, making it feel both smoother and more ergonomic. Furthermore, the soft, raised wrist supports relieve pressure. Jobmate Touch is simple to install and is equipped with precisely the functions you need. Jobmate Touch is a mouse which ensures that you work naturally, just like your body wants to.

Design Dan Ihreborn.

Jobmate Touch, ergonomic mouse
Fits all keyboards. Compatible with Windows and MAC operating systems. USB. Cord length 2 m. Dimensions: 441 x 125 x 14-27 mm.

Art. no.: Black 500200, silver 500201

Inbuilt, adjustable spacers mean that you have the keyboard at the same height as Jobmate, which produces the most ergonomic working position.

If you spend a lot of time sitting at a computer, it is also good to take a break now and then and do some exercises to soften your muscles. We are currently enclosing a tape of training exercises in our Jobmate Touch boxes (while stocks last).

RIGHT WORKING POSITION - with Jobmate Touch you work in a relaxed way, with your arms beside your body.
LARGE TOUCHPAD - for comfortable and simple movement.
SMART TECHNOLOGY - very simple if you are used to working with touchpad.
Using an ordinary mouse entails working in a position which puts a load on shoulders, arms and neck (picture 2).

Pain in back, shoulders, arms and wrists is the result of static work. Using an ordinary computer mouse primarily entails two problems. You keep your arms extended out from your body, which increases the load. Furthermore, it is difficult to vary your working position. A smarter way is to keep your arms close to the body and use one or both hands when moving the cursor. You then obtain a relaxed posture and can moreover simply change working position. This reduces the static load and enables you to work more effectively. But above all, it makes you more healthy – both at work and at home.

**Jobmate, ergonomic mouse with rollerbar**

5 function buttons. Flexible and precise rollerbar, the length can be adjusted if you want to have a larger control area. Wipeable wrist support. Fits all keyboards. Compatible with Windows and MAC operating systems. USB. Dimensions: 495 x 88 mm. Cord length 2 m.

Art. no.: 500100

CORRECT WORKING POSITION.

The rollerbar controls the cursor with one or more fingers at a time. For example, you can have both hands on the keyboard while controlling the mouse at the same time.

Using an ordinary mouse entails working in a position which puts a load on shoulders, arms and neck (picture 2).
Jobmate Deluxe Mouse Wireless is a biomechanically designed ergonomic mouse. The vertical grip prevents tension in the arm and you avoid symptoms such as mouse arm, stiffness and discomfort. The wrist support is made of rubber, which prevents the hand slipping due to sweat. Dimensions: 148 x 94 x 98 mm.

Art. no.: 500784

A document holder is a simple and adjustable aid to keep your documents in place. The design enables you to effectively avoid pain and stiffness in the neck caused by continually turning your head from paper to screen. As you don’t need to change focus, your eyes are not subject to so much strain either.

Jobmate Document Holder A3
Wide document holder that can hold A3 format. The ruler is magnetic for easy adjustment up and down. You can also adjust the angle of the actual document panel. Base measurement: W-422, D-247 mm.

Art. no.: Silver 606129, white 606130

Jobmate Slim Keyboard is designed for maximum comfort and flexibility. The sensitive keys respond immediately and make it easier to write for long periods. The keyboard is full size in an attractive slimline design which is perfect with Jobmate Touch. Compatible with Windows and MAC operating systems. Nordic key layout. Dimensions: 441 x 124 x 20 mm. Cord length 2 m.

Art. no.: Black 508102, silver 508103

Jobmate Document Holder Tab
Document holder with multiple setting options. With transparent ruler which is magnetic for easy adjustment up and down, and both height and angle can be adjusted on the actual document panel. Base measurement: W-375, D-265 mm, vertically adjustable 0-145 mm. Base plate W-380, D-206 mm.

Art. no.: 606138

Jobmate Softgel Wrist Support
Comfortable, gel-filled wrist support for relief and prevention of mouse arm problems. Straightens out the angle of the hand and decreases the load on arm and wrist when working with keyboard and mouse. Soft and comfortable surface made of Lycra. The nonslip material attaches on your desktop.

Slim. W-500, D-74, H-22 mm. Art. no.: 506003
Wide. W-475, D-100, H-25 mm. Art. no.: 506004

Jobmate Keyboard Thin and user-friendly keyboard in full size. The sensitive keys respond immediately and make it easier to write for long periods. Compatible with Windows and MAC operating systems. Nordic key layout. Dimensions: 465 x 162 x 18-23 mm. Cord length 1.9 m.

Art. no.: 508100

Jobmate Slim Keyboard is designed for maximum comfort and flexibility. The sensitive keys respond immediately and make it easier to write for long periods. The keyboard is full size in an attractive slimline design which is perfect with Jobmate Touch. Compatible with Windows and MAC operating systems. Nordic key layout. Dimensions: 441 x 124 x 20 mm. Cord length 2 m.

Art. no.: Black 508102, silver 508103

Jobmate Document Holder Tab
Document holder with multiple setting options. With transparent ruler which is magnetic for easy adjustment up and down, and both height and angle can be adjusted on the actual document panel. Base measurement: W-375, D-265 mm, vertically adjustable 0-145 mm. Base plate W-380, D-206 mm.

Art. no.: 606138

Jobmate Softgel Wrist Support
Comfortable, gel-filled wrist support for relief and prevention of mouse arm problems. Straightens out the angle of the hand and decreases the load on arm and wrist when working with keyboard and mouse. Soft and comfortable surface made of Lycra. The nonslip material attaches on your desktop.

Slim. W-500, D-74, H-22 mm. Art. no.: 506003
Wide. W-475, D-100, H-25 mm. Art. no.: 506004
An arm rest relieves the entire forearm and prevents symptoms such as mouse arm, stiffness or discomfort.

Jobmate Advance / Advance Plus Arm Rest
The asymmetrical design makes the arm rest compatible with most ergonomic mice, including Mousetraper, Jobmate, Rolloarmouse, etc. It also constitutes an additional support when using a mouse. The arm rest attaches to your desk and fits both straight and angled desktops. It is available in textile or synthetic leather for easy cleaning. Dimensions: W-665, D-210, H-20 mm. Width at the waist: 60 mm.

Art. no.: Textile 505408, synthetic leather 505411

Jobmate Single Arm Rest
The gently curved shape provided additional space and support for your arms. Surface made of Lycra. Jobmate Single fits both straight and angled desktops. Dimensions: W-560, D-220, H-25 mm. Width at the waist: 153 mm.

Art. no.: 505560

Jobmate Arm Rest is a wipeable forearm support. The smooth surface in synthetic leather material makes it more difficult for bacterial flora and dirt to establish themselves. The asymmetric shape is specifically designed to provide better support with an angled arm position. Fits both desks with cut-outs and angled L-shaped desks. Dimensions: W-660, D-200, H-15 mm. Waist width 60 mm.

Art. no.: Black 505100, grey 505101
Jobmate Softgel Mouse Pad is ergonomically designed to relieve your arm. The addition of a gel-filled wrist rest provides additional support and prevents mouse arm. The non-slip material attaches on your desk while the frictionless surface, of Lycra, of the mouse mat provides maximum precision. Dimensions: W-230, D-260, H-25 mm.

Art. no.: 653002

Jobmate Monitor Stand makes working in front of a screen comfortable. Having the screen positioned at eye-level prevents stiffness and pain as you don’t need to work with your neck bent forward. The stand can be adjusted to two different heights. For improved ergonomics, consider using a separate keyboard if you work at a laptop. Dimensions: W-580, D-210, H-80/130 mm.

Art. no.: 505440